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shoot 

This dissertation wants to be both a methodological inquiry on a rhizomatic approach integral 

to a subjective way of reading an artwork and also a revealing of the process itself as the action 

of responding to the chosen work by Hilma af Klint. Inspired by the works of James Joyce, TS 

Eliot, Virginia Woolf, WG Sebald, Olivia Laing, and Rebecca Solnit I have tried here to 

replicate such a practice, where the stylistic element hopefully becomes content, allowing for 

a continuous connection-making that is not hierarchical but allows for fictional, historical, 

literal, critical and tautological stemming. Aware of the academic requirements in writing a 

dissertation, I have marked such literary radicles employing justified text. In-text references, 

citations, clarifications, and any academic requirement have been [in these instances] 

deliberately omitted to allow for the flow. 

 

side shoot 

I have written most of this dissertation while listening to Tchaikovsky’s Concerto in D major, 

Op. 35, TH 59, Allegro Moderato.  
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Do I contradict myself? 

Very well, then, I contradict myself; 

I am large — I contain multitudes. 
[Walt Whitman] 

introduction 

 

I first heard of Hilma af Klint (Stockholm, 

1862 - 1944) in 2018 and since then I have 

been particularly interested in her due to the 

nature of her methodology, based on 

intense research, spiritual exploration, 

fasting, journaling, and especially 

determination, commitment, and a 

fundamental Trust in being led by her 

spiritual beliefs.  

Having barely shown her spiritual paintings during her lifetime, she asked in one of her 

notebooks to keep her work hidden for 20 years after her death, with the first exhibition being 

at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art from November 23, 1986, to March 08, 1987, 

titled The Spiritual in Art: Abstract Painting 1890 – 1985. At present, her work is kept 

together by a foundation, a decision that allows for her whole body of work to be seen, 

curated, studied, and interpreted in concert (Obrist, 2020, p.102). Due to my wider interests in 

spirituality and how consciousness and different levels of awareness could be represented in 

artworks and then perceived by viewers, choosing her as the focus of my dissertation came 

natural to me to.  

Figure 1: Hilma af Klint, ca. 1895 
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During the months leading up to the writing of this piece, I explored the literature available 

and noticed how the mainstream narrative mainly focuses on a handful of topics that are 

being researched, explored, and rewritten following almost a meticulous pattern. For want of 

a better word, I could describe this as official or conventional. Some of these topics deal with 

her position within a well-established framework of artists “into the standard narratives of 

Western modernism” (Birnbaum, 2020, p.140); whether she was or was not the first abstract 

artist (Müller-Westermann, 2020, p.25); whether her mediumship and spirituality were real 

(Fer, 2018, p.164); how much spirituality influenced her work (Høgsberg and Rudbøg, 2020, 

p.11); whether being unknown and undiscovered for such a long time is what makes her 

unique (Fer, 2020, p.109), and not the artworks in themselves because “art history without 

biography may be a fallacy” (Molensworth, 2018, p.43). 

These topics follow a straightforward, well-established, prescribed approach to art 

understanding and interpretation. I define this as tree-like: a historical perspective formed 

from happenings in society that inform the culture of the time, enlightening the then-existing 

artistic milieu, further influencing single artists and their creations. Later I will question if this 

singular view could be considered reductive and limiting when discussing art. In this sense, I 

used spirituality as leverage, as one way of many to look at artworks, hence allowing me to 

widen the scope of my research.  

After reading articles that questioned af Klint’s spirituality and suggested a need to take a 

step back from her mysticism and mediumship to provide a critical appraisal (Fer, 2018, 

p.164) I felt particularly irritated and that Hilma almost needed protecting. I hence questioned 

how we could look at and appreciate any spiritually informed artwork in such a detached way 

when spirituality is instead elusive, idiosyncratic, and subjective.  
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To explore a more eclectic stance on art interpretation, I used a specific drawing from the 

extensive body of work of the artist, and precisely the representation of the tree Tilia vulgaris 

as found at p.37 in her 1919 Flowers, Mosses, and Lichens notebook and looked at it through 

the lens of the rhizomatic approach of Gilles Deleuze (1925 – 1995) and Félix Guattari (1930 

– 1992). Therefore, I observed a tree from a rhizomatic angle.  

I aim to conclude that a rhizomatic subjective approach is as applicable as any linear 

objective interpretation of art. This approach is based on non-linearity, Pindaric flights (as in 

non-logical but still real personal associations and digressions), imagination, connections, U-

turns, eclecticism, and subjectivity. Conscious that any formal interpretation is not 

antithetical to any subjective reading, I still hope I can convince you that a personal reading 

of an artwork is as authoritative as any academically informed one.  

This is truer when considering spiritual art. Many critics tiptoe around the concept of 

spirituality and its importance. James Elkins (2004, p.3) clearly described religious art and 

fine art as being “equal but different”: both are dogmatic; both are dedicated, closed, 

exclusive. If I were to describe some of the pieces of contemporary conceptual art, I might 

use the same adjectives I used before to describe spirituality: subjective, incommunicable, 

idiosyncratic. These are “churches” in their rights, with their language, rituals, and symbols, 

and who both seem to fight for a certain kind of supremacy. Is the exclusion of spiritual art 

from the fine art world just a matter of taste? Or purpose? 

If art is meant, as I believe, to open our eyes and let them see the Essence of things; if art, in 

the ideas of the philosopher Martin Heidegger (1889 – 1976) in his 1950’s The Origin of the 

Work of Art can set up a space where our Dasein can have an experience, where what is 

universal and atemporal can emerge; if in the words of Barbara Bolt (2011) art is important 
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because allows us to be what we are in Essence, should art interpretation not be more all-

encompassing?  

 

Before I continue, I take this opportunity to clarify my differentiation between religion as a 

dogmatic and controlled set of beliefs and observed rituals shared by a group of people, and 

spirituality which I consider more individualistic, experimental, and part of an existential 

personal journey that includes heightened awareness and persistent seeking. (Spretnak, 2014, 

p.14 and Elkins, 2004, pp.105ss) 
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The aim of every artist is to arrest motion, 

which is life, 

by artificial means and hold it fixed 

so that a hundred years later, 

when a stranger looks at it, 

it moves again since it is life. 
[William Faulkner] 

literature review 

 

Conservative writers and critics tend to ignore modern spiritual art. In the words of James 

Elkins (in Spretnak, 2014, p.1) “straightforward talk about religion is rare in any art 

department (…) and wholly absent from art journals unless the art in question is 

transgressive”. In her words, the “near consensus among art world professionals is that 

modern art must be kept free of spirituality so that it can maintain its higher level of 

seriousness” (p.3).  Besides the materiality, history and biography of the artist, the mystical 

aspect of the artwork is seen as an extra layer that has been put on top of everything else, and 

that critics might struggle to grasp. Moreover, “most religious art [...] is just bad art” (Elkins, 

2004, p.20). Elkins describes it as poor, out of touch and something that goes against the 

history of modernism. I am using his book On the strange place of Religion in Contemporary 

Art published in 2004 to prove one of my points: not even he mentions Hilma af Klint. 

The scope of this chapter is to review the literature available on the artist. Most of the 

collections of academic articles and books are supervised by the Hilma af Klint Foundation 

established in 1972. Since it owns the whole body of work of the artist, it is considered 

authoritative and credible. Besides some further articles reviewing the exhibitions at the 

Guggenheim Museum or in London, and a handful of theses that examine the available 

literature, there is little else available compared to other artists of a similar era. Most of the 

books found about the niche of the spiritual in art (Lipsey (1988), Graham (2017), Regier 
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(1987) and Besançon (2000) for example) do not mention af Klint, alongside their extensive 

writing on Wassily Kandinsky, Piet Mondrian, Paul Klee, and Kasimir Malevich. 

Hilma af Klint is frequently described as being classically trained since she appropriately 

studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Stockholm. She is portrayed as successful in her 

rights, having her studio right in the centre of a city that at the time offered a vibrant cultural 

life, galleries, exhibitions, art salons, and interesting artistic conversations (Müller-

Westermann, 2020, p.25). The British art historian Briony Fer stresses that the artist could 

create what she did because of her technical and artistic background which were needed to 

become a professional artist, with a formal upbringing (Fer, 2020, p.113). We can frame her 

within the society at the time, contained by a historical system, successful as a portrait artist 

and landscape painter, and as well as a book illustrator (Fer, 2020, p.105). This is confirmed 

by Branden W. Joseph (2020, p.132) who additionally underlines the lack of need to change 

direction in her art, was it not for some messages she received via mediumship.  

The artist’s gender is also often referred to. Her feminine sensitivity is described as a (stereo) 

typical attribute that can be appreciated in the floral delicacy found in her oeuvre and the 

identification with Nature (Lomas, 2020, p.123); the constant comparison to male artists; the 

desire to avoid marginalisation by trying to add her name to the (male) pioneers of abstract 

art (notably Kandinsky, Mondrian, and Malevich); or Hilma af Klint as the secretary of the 

Swedish Society of Women Artists; or the artist in isolation because at the time women were 

excluded from the artistic intellectuals (Lomas, 2020). All of the above is factual. The 

consideration given to women and the concepts of passivity and domesticity are part of what 

shaped af Klint. It is also noted that the spiritualist movement at the time influenced by 

Theosophy, the occult, mediumship, and anthroposophy played an important role in 

providing shelter, a sense of belonging and affiliation. At the same time gave a voice to those 
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women: it empowered them to speak, albeit by inspiration or due to an inner awareness of 

their subconscious. They felt validated and authorised to stand up and speak (Joseph, 2020, 

p.134).  

I disagree when the feminine aspect of the artist seems to have taken a further inspection 

when lately (albeit never biographically corroborated) there have been speculations over her 

sexuality due to her working, producing, travelling, and then living with other women. It feels 

that people want to find specific labelling for her, either as the first abstract painter (Müller-

Westermann, 2020, p.25), or the first female abstract painter (Birnbaum, 2020, p.140) or an 

icon of LGBTQ+ (Adler, 2019). In my opinion, this would be doing a disservice to her art 

and personal notebooks, while trying to suggest something never mentioned. 

Of course, we cannot discuss Hilma af Klint, without mentioning her spirituality. As with 

Kandinsky, Mondrian, and Klee theosophy and anthroposophy informed her work. A devout 

Christian first, the painter explored and found comfort in spiritualism, the occult, 

mediumship, automatic writing, especially after the death of her younger sister Hermina 

when Hilma was only 18 (Müller-Westermann, 2020, p.25). In her own words, the paintings 

she created were inspired and received spiritually through her heightened and altered sense of 

consciousness (Müller-Westermann, 2020, p.26). Together with four colleagues, she 

belonged to the group of De Fem (The Five) which met regularly for seances and spiritual 

exploration, producing 1789 pages of notes, with detailed descriptions and recollections of 

messages (Martin, 2020, p.64). Her full body of work revolves around Creation, dualism, 

evolution, connections, and mysticism. It is fully informed by her particular spiritual quest, 

her ability to hear messages, striving for higher knowledge, a craving for understanding, and 

looking for a way to describe what she saw. She was convinced of the existence of higher 

knowledge and wisdom about Truth and the True Nature of Things, and she accessed the 
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same via visions, seances, and rituals. Thanks to the writing of M.me Blavatsky and Annie 

Besant, she was convinced of the presence of a series of hidden secrets and connections, of an 

algorithm behind this fluid organic pulse of the Universe (Høgsberg and Rudbøg, 2020, 

p.81). Setting her ego aside, her life was devoted to spirituality. Feeling the need, in the 

words of Briony Fer (2018, p.164) to take a step back from spirituality to critically look at her 

art, seems to be a disservice.  

The literature hence portrays her as an academically trained painter, a woman, someone 

interested in spirituality, and whose approach was very much scientific. Daughter of a naval 

officer, keen mathematician and inspired by those exceptional and exciting years of 

discoveries such X-rays, spectroscopy, subatomic particles, and radioactivity (Bashkoff, 

2018, p.22) Hilma explored new knowledge keeping detailed notebooks, investigating in a 

practice-led method - as under a microscope - her changing world. Well ahead of Marcel 

Duchamp, her blue notebooks became a transportable version of her work, filled with 

symbols, geometric figures, shapes, dates, annotations, tables of contents, indexes, glossaries, 

and explanations (Müller-Westermann, 2020). Her approach was meticulous, mathematical, 

almost following the taxonomic methods of the fellow Swede Linneaus (Lomas, 2020, 

p.125). The juxtaposition of her scientific approach, seen as finding an order hidden in chaos, 

with the near-Liberty strokes (used almost to counteract the rationality and materiality of the 

time) is fascinating to watch; the resulting abstract art becomes practically an end in itself 

(Bauduin, 2018, p.187).  

From exploring the artist as a researcher, many critics discuss her use of symbols and 

repeated patterns. Many mention the use of the logarithmic spiral as it can be seen in seeds, 

sunflowers, and pinecones. 
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In her works, it is used as a representation of vitalistic impulse, connected with Life itself. 

She revisited the spiral in shells and expanded in snakes and eternity symbols such as the 

ouroboros (Lomas, 2020, p.120; Müller-Westermann, 2020, p.31). On the other side of the 

ocean, in 1943 Andrew Lloyd Wright will envision the Guggenheim Museum as expanding 

from a central spiral, gaining inspiration from the ideas of the Museum Director Hilla Rebay, 

a keen theosophist herself (Bashkoff, 2020). Hilma extensively used yellows and blues to 

represent masculine and feminine, which together give us the green as representing the 

perfect union, this androgynous figure, akin to an angel (Müller-Westermann, 2020, p.31). 

Therefore, inspired by folklore, spirituality, nature, science, and the occult her paintings are 

more of an encyclopaedia of symbolic lexicon (Bashkoff, 2018, p.21).  

After the historical and cultural narratives, 

the most pressing question concerns how to 

position her within the art world as we 

know it. Whilst being aware of the human 

need for comfort and therefore to define 

and label, I am compelled to ask if it is 

right to re-write art history, as some 

suggested, and position her as the Mother 

of Abstract Art. Joseph (2020, p.132) 

questions if there is a place for her and her 

art among Alfred H. Barr’s 1935 diagram. 

Birnbaum (2020, p.11) asks if we can find 

a place for Hilma there, who used organic forms and biomorphic images, since Barr instead 

visually described only geometric abstraction. Her work has been described as “powerful and 

enigmatic, captivating with the complexity, scale and systematism” (Müller-Westermann, Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 2: Alfred Barr - Cubism and 

Abstract Art, 1935 

Figure 2: Alfred Barr - Cubism and Abstract Art, 1936 
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2020, p.25). Annie Sophie Jørgensen (2020, p.109) advises that putting her work into a 

historical context is not crucial from the spiritual perspective, albeit still valuable. Existing 

scholarship aseptically examines the work according to substance and form, when Heidegger 

reminds us that such hylomorphism is problematic because the world and its components are 

connections, a matrix of (irreducible) links (Radloff, 2007). Briony Fer corroborates that her 

work belongs to the image-world and not the spirit-world and as such, we should look at it 

considering the spiritual side only as a framework. Thus, we could question if the occult 

skeleton surrounding her art was just that: simply a means to be cryptic and to attract 

attention (Fer, 2020, p.109). The art historian also underlines her academic training, her 

aesthetic choices, her project in showing a different order of knowledge. The use of certain 

brushes and strokes, the delicacy in her hand, the softening of the watercolour, and her 

nuances show that she was mostly a trained painter, adopting a colour system that was 

common at the time for the readers of Besant and Goethe (as associated with Kandinsky). 

What she recorded is simply her inner sensibility, and nothing more: “a mastery of the 

accidental within her formal and rigorous formation” (Fer, 2020, p.113). A lot of people 

would not even describe her work as paintings, since they have been thought and created for 

a Temple. Together with Joseph (2020, p.115), I wonder if we need to separate these two 

concepts of spiritual art and fine art. 

Lars Nittve (2021, p.14) corroborates that abstract art is a continuation of diagrammatic 

images found in ancient cultures and that some modernist views are now outdated and need 

changing. If she simply draws from and mimics Theosophy, Eastern philosophy, and alchemy 

(Fer, 2018, p.165) we could really examine when the real start of abstract art is, and I am 

thinking specifically of the pictographic representations of the Library of Ashurbanipal on 

show at the British Museum. 
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There is another viewpoint on her work. We could question how much the death of her sister 

was essential, and if what followed was hysteria instead of spiritual ecstasy. She craved 

recognition from Rudolf Steiner, at the time General Secretary of the German section of the 

Theosophical Society: she repeatedly asked him to come and call at her studio. After a visit, 

while appreciating the paintings and the symbolism, he still did not support her mediumship 

(Müller-Westermann, 2020, p.30). Following his lack of recognition, she stubbornly and with 

an underlying vein of outrage, asked him if she should burn all her work. Maybe her hiding 

her pieces was simply an act of self-compassion. 
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Behind the cotton wool is hidden a pattern; 

that we—I mean all human beings—are connected with this; 

that the whole world is a work of art; that we are parts of the work of art. 

Hamlet or a Beethoven quartet is the truth about this vast mass that we call the world. 

But there is no Shakespeare, there is no Beethoven; 

certainly and emphatically there is no God; 

we are the words; we are the music; 

we are the thing itself. 
[Virginia Woolf] 

a horizontal stem 

Whether we look at her work from a historical perspective, or a biographical one, these 

narratives fall into the standardisation of Western modernism. The similarities between the 

academicians’ writings in describing her work, her life, and her story are striking. The pattern 

of professionally trained / female / spiritual / abstract artist can be seen anywhere. The 

question, for me, is: can we expand this? The critic Hilton Kramer described her work as not 

having any aesthetic interest, as being instead “simply diagrams” (Birnbaum, 2020, p.140). 

Clement Greenberg and his dominant “formalist criticism” already demarcated art abstract if 

belonging to Abstract Expressionism and therefore totally non-representative (Finch, 2005, 

p.95); he hence believed Jackson Pollock to be the only real first abstract artist (Greenberg, 

1989, p.153). 

Thus, is there an alternative perspective, besides this historical framing, when standing in 

front of her oeuvre? Should we consider Hilma af Klint through the lens of contemporary 

radical feminism, we can agree that she was beyond the rules, beyond definitions, beyond 

conformism. She breaks out of the standard of the Western modern agenda (Birnbaum, 2018, 

p.211). In that sense, she was unique, independent, outside of dogmas and labelling. 

Therefore, I am challenging you: let’s not give her any. Let us be as rebellious and 

courageous as she was.  
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My aim is not to condemn a priori critics and historians. I believe that there is undeniable 

validity and appropriateness to their expertise and objectivity. At the same time, though, I am 

mesmerised by the ability of some to explain spiritual experiences by reducing them to fiction 

as in the case of Briony Fer (2018, p.167) when she describes af Klint as “less a codebreaker 

than a code-maker, less a programmer of spiritual path, more of a diagrammer of fictional 

abstract structures and processes” (emphasis added).  

 

If we are aligned with the subjective ontologies and epistemologies, let us not frame her. 

Indeed, my critical approach stems from the realisation that when I find myself in front of an 

artwork, I do not question the linearity of TJ Clark’s frame first, by assessing the historical 

conditions that influenced the cultural general values, which in turn prompted fresh ideas of 

the artistic community and which led to an artistic response (Joseph, 2020, p.132). I 

experience the work. I am taken to memories I might have forgotten; I seem to connect the 

most disparate nodes in personal reasoning; I can feel pure joy or dread or tears. Or nothing. 

Other times, there is a sense of silence and a desire to sit. Most of the time, my first-person 

perspective (Woodruff Smith, 2013, pp.383ss) is acknowledged by an internal nodding of 

personal understanding and (Husserlian) subjectivity which Spiegelberg offers as the 

“ultimate foundation for the new scientific rigour” (1966, p.137). We could of course open a 

whole different discourse on pre-reflective self-awareness (or for-me-ness as in “perspectival 

ownership” as described in Gallagher and Zahavi (2021) and that is explained by Alva Noë 

(2004) as the manifestation of an “intersubjective dimension”). I agree that “reactions to the 

paintings can be physical, emotional, intellectual, or conscious-related, provided that we lend 

our sensory apparatus without an agenda” (Jorgensen, 2020, p.109). But haven’t we all one? 

“Hilma af Klint works are not intellectual maps to be understood rationally. You need your 

whole body to receive these works in a way in which the intellect only plays a small role, 
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certainly not everything.” (Beyond the Visible: Hilma af Klint, 2020). I am also conscious 

that my experience is different from the person’s standing next to me but because of this 

difference in experience and understanding we bring to the artwork, I am curious about the 

comprehensiveness of the linear and hierarchical system to art interpretation as I have 

encountered while reading, in this case, about af Klint.  
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The supreme question about a work of art 

is out of how deep a life does it spring. 
[James Joyce] 

node /image 

 

  

Figure 3: Hilma af Klint - Tilia vulgaris, 1919 
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The range of what we think and do is limited by what we fail to notice. 

And because we fail to notice that we fail to notice, 

there is little we can do to change; 

until we notice how failing to notice 

shapes our thoughts and deeds. 
[R. D. Laing] 

a node 

When I looked at Hilma af Klint’s works, my attention kept on being drawn to a particular 

page of her notebooks, the one depicting the Tilia vulgaris.  This can be found in the 

notebook she titled Flowers, Mosses, and Lichens (1919 – 20). The image on page 37 has 

been drawn on 29 July 1919 and is classified as Series 1 b no. 5. If we pay attention, we can 

even see the image of the following page faintly appearing. The notebook clearly shows her 

processing, with the workbook's central focus on her practice as an organizing apparatus 

(Müller-Westermann, 2020, p.39), where the drawings highlight the role of documentation as 

a means of studying and integrating the unknown (Weisburg, 2019). I am fascinated by the 

importance she gives to a creative and systematic archiving that which is not seen. This image 

that (rather) chose me, is a water-coloured representation of the tree better known as 

Common Lime, or Common Linden, in 24 small circles of various colours and shades, in a 

series of 2 and then 22. The page also reports the words: Richt linien, Kraft-Verbreitung, 

Fortsetzung, and Kraft-Überführung to describe Direction Lines, Energy Distribution, 

Conversion, and Continuation.  

 

I still recall how engrossed I was while studying the process of Photosynthesis, which I 

recognised when looking at those little 24 colourful circles, neatly stacked and labelled as 

energy transferred and absorbed: six molecules of carbon dioxide, and six molecules of water, 
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which are converted, thanks to light and chlorophyll, into glucose and oxygen. This Energy is 

transferred (Überführung), continued (Fortsetzung), and then disseminated and diffused 

(Verbreitung). Bolzano, where I lived at the time, was a city full of contradictions and the 

political powers in charge exchanged forces and authority, and disseminated fear and 

disruption, almost mirroring the plant process. Then, my sister dreamed of becoming a 

veterinarian and I was charmed by Knowledge 

itself and spent many hours just scrutinising 

processes and the interaction between the organic 

forms of life and the inorganic world. I was 

interested in whatever was and maybe still is 

complex and found captivating the using and 

reducing of intricate forms into symbols and 

diagrams. I look at those circles and my mind is 

taken to Annie Morris’ lively totems and the 

intensity of colourful plaster when juxtaposed 

against the transparency of simple watercolour. 

But when is watercolour, ever, simple? 

 

For af Klint, her work itself is a representation of ideas, the making of a diagrammatic idiom 

(Lomas, 2020, p.120) and she was able to create an alternative lexicon that was hermetic and 

complex (Fer, 2020, p.106).  While looking at that image, I realised I was not connecting that 

specific watercolour to her being a single woman in Stockholm in early 1900, nor to her 

positioning within the cultural milieu in Europe, not even comparing this with her artistic 

abilities while creating landscape paintings or portraiture. I was drawn instead to her 

depicting circles, which took me back to a previous curiosity I had in a Kandinsky’s painting 

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 4: Annie Morris – 

Stacks, 2019 

Figure 4: Annie Morris – Stacks, 2019 
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titled Several Circles and their 

significance from a wider spiritual 

perspective. Circles have been 

described as representing the Spirit 

(Høgsberg and Rudbøg, 2020, p.86) 

and are often used in conjunction with 

the ouroboros as a symbol of eternity 

(p.86ss). All her abstract and geometric 

figures can be referred back to 

Theosophy and hence to Leadbeater 

and Besant (Fant, 2021, p.79) as 

visualisations of thoughts, emotions, and experiences. She is producing a diagram merging 

different sources of knowledge, from several fields (Molensworth, 2018, p.38) somehow 

demonstrating that geometric forms and order is “not alien to the world of organic forms” 

(Birnbaum, 2020, p.11). 

 

These were my connections. This was personal. There were no linearity, hierarchy, no 

codified detached pragmatic discipline. No chaos, either. It was expanding and it almost had 

a life on its own. 

 

Echoing Daniel Birnbaum (2020, p.140), how does this chromatically intriguing drawing 

work? It creates such a visceral response in me; almost totemic. It felt alive. Breathing. It 

resembled a highly branching-out root system. Or, even better, mycorrhizae. Then one 

evening, while watching a documentary on fungi, I asked myself: could we apply a 

rhizomatic framework to art interpretation? 
Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 5: Wassily Kandinsky - Several 

Circles, 1926 

Figure 5: Wassily Kandinsky - Several Circles, 1926 
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I admit that I have been hugely inspired by a paper by Rachel Douglas-Jones and Salla 

Sariola (2009) titled Rhizome Yourself: Experiencing Deleuze and Guattari from Theory to 

Practice where they tried to bridge a gap between “the conceptual, methodological and 

experiential” to observe how rhizomatic thinking affects daily reasoning. In this way, using a 

specific and different philosophical framework (and seeing this at work) creates new concepts 

and opportunities, outside of the conventional skeleton. A rhizomatic approach supports 

serendipitous organic connections providing, therefore, an original, fresh, and authentic way 

of seeing things, opening up a space, free and independent, and ever-expanding.  

 

Sitting at my desk, I reproduce her drawing and allow myself to multiply. Expanding from that 

watercolour, I radiate as from the bottom circles. I pour myself as the energy represented, 

widening out, where energy, drawing, and concepts mimic themselves in an everlasting 

exhaustlessness, and “free from vagueness” (Besant and Leadbeater, 2016, p.25). 

  

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 6: A Rhizome 
Figure 6: A Rhizome 
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The forces to be captured, are the forces of 

an immaterial, nonformal, and energetic Cosmos 
[F. Guattari] 

 

deleuze / guattari / rhizomes 

 

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 7: Deleuze / Guattari - page 1 Figure 7: Deleuze / Guattari - page 1 
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Simon O’Sullivan (2007, p.9) beautifully described the act of “approaching A Thousand 

Plateaus [as akin to] listening to an album: some tracks leave us cold, others activate 

something. “The possibility of a different kind of thought perhaps?”  

 

While listening to Tchaikovsky I was connecting Bussoti, his aerial music and his de-

territorialised score so fittingly used by Deleuze and Guattari, to af Klint’s page, both side by 

side on my desk, all the while exploring Jean-Francois Charles’ music piece Tilia played at St. 

Paul's Cathedral in Boston for the Microtonal Society Concert. It was with that in mind that I 

came closer to the artwork myself, keeping in mind Bonta and Protevi’s suggestion to use 

“and… and… and…” as the mantra of rhizomes. As a ballet dancer, tiptoeing, I then realised 

that this whole work is more meandering, branching out and getting lost, a collection of 

fieldnotes inspired by af Klint’s depiction of energies that are there but are not there at the 

same time, like open doors. A modern Theseus, I unravel my personal red thread, here at my 

desk, where art turns into encounter and insight. 

French philosopher Gilles Deleuze and psychoanalyst Félix Guattari wrote together A 

Thousand Plateaus in 1980, as the second volume of their Capitalism and Schizophrenia 

which comprises Anti-Oedipus as the first volume, published in 1972. Their exploration in 

Mille Plateaux is all about rhizomatic thinking and nomadology, the latter as the practice of 

taking what one needs from any philosophical, moral, religious thinking and leaving what is 

not liked behind. They devised the idea of rhizomatic reasoning as that practice that allows 

for any non-hierarchical thinking and connecting, opening to any form of interpretation, and 

understanding. This way of processing is seen and described as opposed to any form based on 

a tree-like conception of knowledge that “comes from above”, hence vertical and 

hierarchical, structured and ordered. In this way, “transversality means substituting the 
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vertical model of pyramidal hierarchy with its horizontal corollary of ordinate connections, a 

new kind of acentered system” (Sauvagnargues, 2013, p.78). The concept of the rhizome 

stems hence from the multiplicity and mutualism of species as per ecosystemic studies and 

their symbiotic relationships. These relationships are then horizontal and answer to the 

following six principles.  
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We cannot live only for ourselves. 

A thousand fibres connect us with our fellow men; 

and among those fibres, as sympathetic threads, 

our actions run as causes, and they come back to us as effects. 
[Herman Melville] 

connection  

There is a non-stop forming of connections in the symbolism chain. Even writing about art 

could be seen as rhizomatic when we allow for disparate connections, by blurring boundaries 

and creatively smudging sciences with humanities. As mycorrhiza and rhizomes allow for 

associations and hence communication in nature, this framework allows for free interaction 

between this very page of a journal, via me, to memories, places, people, and the world out 

there. When I was previously mentioning not to label af Klint, I imagined the clouding of 

categories and allowing for the production of new encounters, different registers, novel 

synthesis (O’Sullivan, 2007, p.17ss). In this sense, imagine a sort of stream of consciousness 

in art interpretation.  

 

Here, the 7 circles, from the bright red to the pale violet, take 

me to the visible spectrum, supported by a distinctive black 

and white Yin Yang disc. What is visible in a tree? Its trunk, 

branches, leaves, flowers, and fruits, as a rearranging of the 

same energy, of the same elements. But there is more, so much 

more, beyond the ultraviolet and the infrared. Beyond what 

we perceive we can touch, or what we think we hear. Visualise 

its vibrating DNA like the low humming of a bee on that old 

pear tree outside of my window during endless summer days, 

oscillating at 120 Hz. Resonating, these are vibrating spheres. 

 

  

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 8: The 

visible spectrum 
Figure 8: The visible spectrum 
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तत् त्वम् असि 

You are that. 
[The Upanishads] 

heterogeneity 

Rhizomatic thinking can help in finding 

helpful information anywhere. In this 

instance, there is no standard nor 

centralised thought. Even any unusual 

and still useful insights can emerge from 

anywhere, deconstructing a systematic 

logic, along planes of immanence. We 

are asked to stay in the now of observing 

art (Parsons and Clarke, 2013, p.90); we 

embrace the temporary, outside of any 

fixation: this is found in a continuum of 

change, and dynamic fluidity (p.91).   

 

There, I connect the colours used by 

reading Annie’s diagram. The more I am 

looking, the more my connections are expanding, interlocking, and intertwining. No link nor 

node is preponderant, more dominant, more significant than the other. I am drawn to releasing 

control while allowing for a detachment to identification. Have you seen that circle the colour 

of Devotion to a Nobel Ideal? Doesn’t it remind you of the perfected delicacy of the blueberry-

hued apothecia? I was then taken to these memories of Oneness, in the here and now, which 

means everything and nothing, when all boundaries are blurred, and we all are one because 

there is no difference. Aham Brahmasmi, one of the महावाक्यासि.  Hilma knew and Eckhart is 

Figure 9: Annie Besant - The Meaning of Colours 
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right. Her circular perfection took me to 

Pembroke where I spent the summer of 

2002 studying the primary structures of 

amino acids sequence. I am swiftly taken 

there, to a sunny field and warm wind, and 

a bearded tutor who laughs and drinks 

warm beer. I will fall out of love, that 

summer. While in September 2003, over a coffee just behind The Centre Pompidou, I will 

quizzically look at Kandinsky, Klimt, and Hundertwasser. Just wondering… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 10: A chain of amino acids 

Figure 10: A chain of amino acids 

Figure 11: Wassily Kandinsky - 
Colour Study, 1913 [part] 

Figure 13: Hundertwasser - 
Dalslandkanal, 1969 [part] 

Figure 12: Gustav Klimt - Hope 
II, 1907 [part] 
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Too much sanity may be madness 

and the maddest of all 

to see life as it is and not as it should be. 
[Miguel de Cervantes] 

multiplicity 

 

“In this framework, there is no preferential order. Rhizomatic thinking is a manner of 

thinking different from the dominant western thought processing […]. Any causal, 

hierarchical, and structured [...] method leads to a single version of the truth” (Sutton and 

Martin-Jones, 2008, p.3). Deleuze and Guattari did not want binary thinking of right vs. 

wrong: the best way to describe this is of a forest full of trees. There are no isolated trees, but 

instead singular multiplicities [...] a fluid entity (p.5) because trees can stem out of nodes 

within a rhizome. In this sense, the whole emphasis on spirituality in this piece is not just 

leverage on rhizomatic thinking, but also to show an inherent multiplicity and multi-faceted 

experience, the following of one strand while acknowledging the presence of infinite other 

strands, as many as the Hindu gods, or the Greek pantheon.   

 

Therefore, I cannot help but close my eyes 

and be transported to the street Slottsallén in 

Ulriksdal, Stockholm. There, whatever is left 

of the largest and probably oldest specimen 

of a Common Linden, still stands. All the 

while, 1900 kilometres away the strong sweet 

smell of Tilia tea permeated and outlined part 

of my days as a young student of English 

Literature. There, an anxious me prepared an 

exam on Gerard Manley Hopkins, a Jesuit 
Figure 14: Tilia vulgaris, Stockholm 
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priest whose ability to manipulate words and poetic rhythm defined him as an innovator, and 

whose creative life, vivid imagery, way of connecting God and Nature, and posthumous fame 

echo Hilma’s in so many ways I cannot fathom here. All along, my tea mirrored those tall 

Linden exemplars in the street Cosattini, where I lived. How strong was its enchanting smell 

of the blossoms? How many times did she look at that tree? Did she play, like me, with the 

seeds when they danced in the wind? She might have walked from her house all the way up to 

meet a friend in the nearby park, maybe sat under its branches. Did she notice the inebriated 

bees zigzagging in the warm air? It is funny how a smell of a blossoming plant, created by that 

sugary exudation of honeydew, can connect two people so far away in space and time; and yet 

we both read Steiner’s The Spirit in the Realm of Plants, we both investigated the transmission 

of energy, and questioned the importance of invisible vital forces. Strange, how I cannot 

distinguish a plant from another even if I do notice the differences, but for a Tilia and a 

sycamore. What would I describe if I ever got lost in a woodland, I wonder? 
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And I will show you something different from either 

Your shadow at morning striding behind you 

Or your shadow at evening rising to meet you 
[T.S. Eliot] 

non-signifying rapture 

 

A rhizome might break, our thinking might (seem to) get to an end. Still, from an old line, a 

new streak will appear. In this sense, a rhizome is also hopeful. Behind and beyond, there is 

always motion, creation, constant change, connection, coming-into-being, evolving, adapting, 

a becoming; there is no binary structure and fixation, no duality, different compositional 

elements; it is not molar (hard, codified, and limiting (Sutton and Martin-Jones, 2008, p.46)) 

but rather molecular (in transition, becoming, in flux (Sauvagnargues, 2013, p.117)). 

 

I am staring at this unbalanced image, my head tilted, and I am thinking of endings. “We are 

tired of trees! We should stop believing in trees” seems to shout M.me Blavatsky echoing 

Deleuze and still I think one more tree, one more tree and like Tim Mackie I go back to pages 

1 and 2 of the Bible, where everything begins and ends because every story can be brought 

back to ֵעץ ַהַדַעת טֹוב ָוָרע or the Tree of Knowledge. With these trees in my head, I remember 

Professor Maria Amalia D’Aronco, Head of German Philology, who used to sit at the large 

desk in the lecture hall on the ground floor and read to us of that “buckler covered with yellow 

linden bark” because that wood is soft and does not split. Beowulf knew that the sacred linden 

wood could even hold blades. I went on to write and publish my first dissertation on Beowulf 

and plausible hypothesis, the following year. Already then, my interest in mythology, the 

arcane, the unseen and the desire to discover that algorithm that explains synchronicities and 

connects everything was at the forefront of my interests. Imagine how I was not surprised when 

one hot day this summer, serenely sipping a Caramel Macchiato while walking around Preston 

Docks and listening to Dan Brown’s The Lost Symbol audiobook, Robert Langdon lectures me 
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about the circumpunct. I am staring at the drawing, and I 

see them all as Dancing Spheres, those eight delicate 

water-coloured circumpuncts. I am wondering if she 

wanted to represent Ra the God of the Midday Sun 

(because in her garden, aunt Elena will place in my hands 

a necklace of glass and stone tiny beads, and a pale blue 

Ushabti she brought back from Egypt just for me and at 10 I feel 

entrusted with protecting something magical); or the Orphic Egg, or 

the Hindu Bunti, or the Sephirot Kether, as the Crown, in the Tree of 

Life, the most hidden of all the hidden things: compassion, as 

embodied by Avalokiteshvara in Chapter 25 of the Saddharma 

Puṇḍarīka Sūtra. Af Klint fills these innermost puncts within the 

circles in pale violet, the Higher Intellect, as instructed by Annie. 

Because within us, within everything, there is this Higher Buddhanature, this Higher Intellect, 

or Holy Spirit, that eternal Breath of Life from Pages 1 and 2 that permeates everything.  

 

 

  

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 12: 

The Tree of Life 

Figure 15: The Tree of Life 
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I wanted very much not to be where I was. 

In fact part of the trouble seemed to be that 

where I was 

wasn’t anywhere at all. 
[Olivia Laing] 

cartography 

 

The map delineated by a rhizome is always adapting, always changing, composed by lines of 

flights, multiple entries and hence several exits. Always experimentation, and never tracing. 

Can we see what’s in between, what happens between nodes and connections? Are we able to 

de-territorialise and deconstruct? This mapping becomes a flux, always evolving in a 

multiplicity of realities where everything becomes a matter of perspective, an ever-revised 

theoretical framework also seen as a provocative way of thinking (Parsons and Clarke, 2013, 

p. 92) where we can fully embrace uncertainties. 

 

That circumpunct at the very centre seems to be calling me: 

Yin/Yang, dark and light, true and false, real and perceived. Black 

and white, sunlight playing in a valley; broken and solid; where 

everything is blurred and just perception. Almost right at the centre 

of the drawing, almost in the middle of the Tao Te Ching. Right 

there. An in-betweener. An antevasin. Someone who lives at the border. Those for me were 

the years of the two Marguerite: Yourcenar and Duras. When colours were perceived with my 

whole body and laughter was never fully real; the years of consternated glances and subtle 

derision because in those narrow and dark valleys where I lived you should never ask why. 

But, as Félix L'Herbier, I learned that there are more links in my brain than atoms in the 

universe. 

  

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 

13: Yin Yang symbol 

Figure 16: Yin Yang symbol 
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To lose a passport was the least of one’s worries. 

To lose a notebook was a catastrophe. 
[Bruce Chatwin] 

decalcomania 

 

A map is not tracing, but its tracing becomes an image that can be transferred, where there 

are models and copies, and we are asked to experiment and not follow blindly. Oscillating, 

influencing, and reflecting cartography, and where rhizomes can intersect and merge or 

where a root can turn into a rhizome (Aracagök, 2005).  

 

I am led by the hand, to imagine that tree 

in Stockholm, and to revisit that city, 

which hasn’t changed much since af Klint 

lived there and mostly still looks as it did 

in her time, with the same buildings I saw. 

Hilma never met Kandinsky, but she saw 

some of his work in Malmö at the Baltic 

Exhibition in 1914. There, Kandinsky 

exhibited three of his abstract works. That was the same Malmö I visited on a cold solo interrail 

in December 1986. I am stopping to question where is my sense of mapping now: in my hands, 

in my mind, or my feet? I am interested in the fortuitous overlapping of her walking and my 

meandering, this superimposing of two spiritual geographers claiming their territories.  

 

  

Figure  SEQ Figure \* ARABIC 14: Wassily Kandinsky - Composition VI, 

1913 Figure 17: Malmö - The Baltic Exhibition 
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Glance is the enemy of vision. 
[Ezra Pound] 

tendril 

The fascinating aspect of a rhizomatic approach is that each of these principles feeds and 

connects to the others in a self-explicatory and self-defining way. “The rhizome serves as a 

methodological precondition for the definition of art as a capture of forces” (Sauvagnargues, 

2013, p.126). 

 

Should we accept Nicolas Bourriaud’s claim in Sutton and Martin-Jones (2008, p.78) that 

“art keeps together moments of subjectivity associated with singular experiences”, we can 

also consent to an artwork as found at the intersection of its particular time and space, 

intersected by specific histories of maker and context. Hence, there is a much larger context, 

an agglomeration of different forces (O’Sullivan, 2007, p.74) and still, when we take away 

history, culture, biographies we are left with affects that are found in the sharing of ideas and 

are what make up our identities (O’Sullivan, 2007, p.76). This is what informs our 

understanding of an artwork and what we can take away from it: “the connections within the 

work depend on an investigation of real territories” (Sauvagnargues, 2013, p.80).  

I am left admiring how these connections can be created by inner stories that viewers bring to 

the artworks. A whole different discourse could be then argued about a validating framework 

regarding this subjectivity: about content, standardisation, and direct evidence collection, 

because there are so many different dominating factors in our subjectivity that determine who 

we are, factors which Guattari described as polyphonic (O’Sullivan, 2007, p.88). I leave this 

to further exploration. 
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I might not agree with Sauvagnargues (2013, p.80) when she states that not all readings are 

valuable, but I do agree when she confirms that each one transforms the work. What do we 

see in it? Being interested in what is organically happening to the whole system of reading, I 

had a conversation with colleagues this summer and one saw a depiction of the solar system; 

another, moon phases, but then she suggested that those little circles might be pearls of a 

necklace worn by a little girl. 

 

If we do allow for rhizomatic thinking, I am even wondering if you, reader, had any 

serendipitous synchronicity and connection while looking at the image and then reading 

about my associations. In the here and now this image still holds a Truth that waits to be 

discovered and then transmitted, a particular truth that continues to be current (Sullivan, 

2007, p.81) and, I would add, personal. 

 

Art then evolves into a fusion of cultures, allowing for the development of new discourses: 

we move from objectifying and reducing, to creating and connecting. Could you envision no 

duality (due to this dialogue about art being based on the binary (O’Sullivan, 2007, p.14)), 

but a recognising (Parsons and Clarke, 2013, p.95ss)? 

 

Works of art are new abstract machines that create connections, unite dissimilar forces which, 

“by passing through us, give a shock of thought and initiate material becomings” (Sholtz, 

2015, p.147). They allow for connections between cognitive, affective, and social influences, 

by creating new perceptions via direct personal experiences. Art itself becomes an 

“actualising machine” (O’Sullivan, 2007, p.34), where rhizomes are weapons against dualism 

and free from any formalism. Finally: real multiplicities (Sauvagnargues, 2013, p.125). 
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In art there is only one thing that counts: 

the bit that cannot be explained. 
[Georges Braque] 

rootstalk /s 

[or: one conclusion]. 

 

Somehow, this is an ending.  

 

I recognise that this piece took me where it wanted to go. Consequently, I reviewed the 

literature about Hilma af Klint, which I discovered followed a very repetitive handful of 

topics. Due to my desire not to label the artist, I explored and allowed for a Deleuzian 

rhizomatic framework to reading one of her works, specifically a drawing from her 1919 

Flowers, Mosses, and Lichens notebook. I then used said framework not just as a 

methodological enquiry, but also as a revealing of the process itself, where the form 

represents the content, and vice versa.  

 

As much as the rhizomatic framework, which is ever-expanding, so was the research for this 

dissertation and I am now left with many questions which I would hopefully explore further 

in the future. 

Figure 18: Hilma af Klint Exhibition - Museum of Modern Art Stockholm, 2013 
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I would like to know if this rhizomatic approach has any possible limitation within itself and 

if there is a need to authenticate the multitude of readings. I want to know more about that 

intersection between art, phenomenology, psychoanalysis, theology, ethnography, and 

psychogeography, for example; that space in-between; my personal Venn diagram, right 

there, as a starting point of multiple nodes. In this lies the Beauty of the opening up of a 

world of knowledge and the vast expanse of possibilities, allowing the rhizomatic process to 

do its work.  

 

I am also interested in understanding if a more open, eclectic, broader, way of reading any 

work of art would free viewers (and makers) of the constraints of labelling and classification. 

If its acknowledgement would open the doors of art galleries to anyone, providing a wider 

acceptance.  

 

What happened to O’Sullivan (2007, p.10), happened to me: the discovering a different 

possibility, another avenue of thinking, or even better: a validation of my thinking: “an 

attempt to reconfigure the way we think about the world in an affirmative and creative way” 

[p.12]. I hope to have looked at Hilma af Klint’s work and her art (and more generically the 

spiritual dimension) honestly and seriously.  

 

If “art is produced by the coupling of two very specific kinds of machines” (S. O’Sullivan, 

2006, p.22) we can refer always to the artwork as art-machine and the viewer as subject-

machine. What is really happening when this artwork is paired with a very specific viewer, 

the one who feels this effect; that preserver who can read the work (Heidegger and Krell, 

2011)? Maybe, the way that this opening happens, is just personal and subjective. In 
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Heideggerian terms, then, the world and everything around us contribute to the understanding 

of what matters to us (Thomson, 2004). 

 

and… 

and… 

and… 
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cm) care of New York, The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum. 

Image from https://www.wassilykandinsky.net/work-49.php 

Figure 6: A 

Rhizome 

Image from https://www.alamy.com/the-book-of-gardening-a-handbook-of-

horticulture-gardening-horticulture-on-plant-propagation-949-the-term-quottuberquot-

is-widely-applied-to-several-fleshy-tuber-like-roots-such-as-dahlias-ampc-but-this-is-

incorrect-for-if-those-roots-were-cut-into-pieces-they-would-not-give-a-new-plant-

unless-a-shoot-of-the-crown-were-attached-to-them-on-proper-tubers-the-eyes-or-

buds-are-found-all-round-them-stolons-or-runners-are-a-kind-of-branches-arising-

mostly-from-the-base-of-the-stock-plant-remaining-in-most-cases-on-the-ground-or-

soil-and-rooting-at-their-tips-the-tips-fin-image232274184.html 

Figure 7: Deleuze / 

Guattari - page 1 

Image from Deleuze, G. and Guattari, F. (2013a) A thousand plateaus: capitalism and 

schizophrenia. 1. paperback ed. London: Bloomsbury Academic (Bloomsbury 

revelations series). 

Figure 8: The 

visible spectrum 

Image from https://www.tutormyself.com/3-11-know-the-order-of-the-

electromagnetic-spectrum-in-terms-of-decreasing-wavelength-and-increasing-

frequency-including-the-colours-of-the-visible-spectrum/ 

Figure 9: Annie 

Besant - The 

Meaning of Colours 

Image from Besant, A. and Leadbeater, C. W. (2016) Thought Form. Bishop 

Auckland: Aziloth Books. 

Figure 10: A chain 

of amino acids 

Image from https://study.com/academy/lesson/polypeptide-chain-definition-structure-

synthesis.html 

Figure 11: Wassily 

Kandinsky - Colour 

Study, 1913 [part] 

Colour Study. Squares with Concentric Circles - Image from:  

https://www.wassilykandinsky.net/work-370.php 

[particular] 

Figure 12: Gustav 

Klimt - Hope II, 

1907 [part] 

Image from:  

https://www.moma.org/collection/works/79792 

[particular] 

Figure 13: 

Hundertwasser - 

Dalslandkanal, 

1969 [part] 

Image from:  

https://hundertwasser.com/en/paintings/689_dalslandkanal_599  

[particular] 

Figure 14: Tilia 

vulgaris, Stockholm 

Common lime (Tilia × europaea) "18650" - which can be found along the street 

Slottsallén in Ulriksdal (municipality of Solna). The girth of the tree, measured at a 

height of 1.30 m, is 5.88 m (Jun 24, 2014, Maarten Windemuller). Its height is exactly 

10 m (Jun 24, 2014). Image from 

https://www.monumentaltrees.com/en/swe/stockholm/solna/9417_slottsallen/ 

Figure 15: The 

Tree of Life 

Kabbalah. Image from https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/62417144812067165/ 

Figure 16: Yin 

Yang symbol 

Image from https://www.learnreligions.com/taoist-visual-symbols-4123169 

https://www.moma.org/momaorg/shared/pdfs/docs/archives/InventingAbstraction_GLowry_359_363.pdf
https://www.moma.org/momaorg/shared/pdfs/docs/archives/InventingAbstraction_GLowry_359_363.pdf
https://www.timothytaylor.com/site/assets/files/21467/stacks2019_100dpi.1280x0.jpg
https://www.wassilykandinsky.net/work-49.php
https://www.wassilykandinsky.net/work-370.php
https://hundertwasser.com/en/paintings/689_dalslandkanal_599
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Figure 17: Malmö - 

The Baltic 

Exhibition 

Image from 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Baltic_Exhibition#/media/File:Baltiska_1914a.jpg 

Figure 18: Hilma af 

Klint Exhibition - 

Museum of Modern 

Art Stockholm, 

2013 

Photography: Åsa Lundén / Museum of Modern Art Stockholm 2013.  

Image from https://artblart.com/tag/hilma-af-klint-the-ten-largest/ 
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